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About This Game

Story

The story is about a case happened 20 years ago!
A family consisting of a married couple were killed and they left their child who was recently born. Police had investigated and

said that this was a suicide and the case was closed. The child, then, was sent to an orphanage.

After the case ended, a series of bizarre things happened inside that house. People heard footsteps at night and especially they
also heard the sewing machine ran. The neighbors were too scared to get close to the house, they believed that ghosts of couple

still existed and possessed this house.
20 years after the child was abandoned 20 years ago now was a girl, she began exploring why her parents had suicided and

whether the ghost of her parents are really possessing this house. She decided to hire a telepath and an exorcist to found out the
past 20 years ago.
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Gameplay

You will play a telepath named James. He has the ability to connect with the soul thus he can understand their past. He was hired
to explore what happened in the previous 20 years in this house.

This is the puzzle game! Gameplay uses the first person perspective, your mission searching for items and solve puzzles in order
to connect with the souls of those who died in the house and listen to them recount their past. As you roam the house and look
for haunted items you will have to face the evil phenomenon can make you startled .... With a great storyline and compelling

game puzzle game that you will not be disappointed

 About

This game was developed by only one person. Despite of limited human resources, I always try to give you the best experience
while gaming.

With spending a lot of effort on graphics and ingenuity in leading the storyboard, I believe that when you’re gaming you will
feel like more than watching a movie. The game have the knots of the past of characters which towards the end of the game

everything will gradually clear.
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Title: Root Of Evil: The Tailor
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
EastFog Studios
Publisher:
EastFog Studios
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit/ Windows 8 64 Bit/ Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4400 / AMD Radeon 5750 1Gb VRAM / NVidia Geforce 640 1Gb VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,French,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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point and click game with bad mouse pointer. The graphics are too intense. They fried my dual titan setup.. This could be OK
rally game for younger children, or Hello kitty fans. Unfortunately it falls short on execution. The key bindings has to be done
outside the game and adjusting them just right is a bit of a proble.
Actually it is impossible to get them way I wanted because accelerlation and brake can't be adjusted on Joystick axis.

It means that, yes I can play with my driving wheel. And no, I can't use the peddals. And this is huge problem, since kids would
love to steer with a wheel, but using buttons for going forwards is a bit hard task to do. If the driving wheel could be completely
supported I would give thumbs up. No it falls a bit short and it's thumbs down. - and obviously this is only for children.
 If you are looking for serious driving game, this obviously isn't for you.. Yeah, great game lots of fun, like to play the daily and
get as far as possible, played the game for hours now and still I haven't seen or found everything.. THIS. IS.♥♥♥♥♥♥ DON'T
BUY IT!. Not worth the 2 gigs. gg could not even join a server because of a "Bad Name"
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The controls for this game were so clunky, I found it unplayable. I deleted it after 10-20 minutes. Don't really recommend.. Im
gonna give this game the benifit of the doubt, the 2015 version is ALOT better then the 2016 version. Don't get this game for
mobile, it needs some work as of Jan 13 2016. If its a few months after and your seeing this review, go for it.

So where to start? This game is a click based game that is fun for people who enjoy managing things.

Something i found pretty sick, and just recently found out when i verified my account it gave me a prospect from my head scout
labeled as me, my name. No profile or anything, but the fact that the game has that i found that VERY sick.

So now into pros vs cons. Im not insanly good at this, but lets go for it. TL;DR Its good where it needs to be, bad where it
doesn't hamper gameplay.

Pros:
-There is so much diversity, any team you join you will manage them differently
-You are given control of everything except the soccer game itself (the one being played by your players)
-its realistic in some extent. There are definate patterns I've seen after playing for 45+ hours

This is a small list but each of these things is good for a managing game.
Cons:
-User interfaces could be better, searchs aren't very to the point there more generalized. Which i don't like sometimes but it isnt
a deal breaker
-After a certian amount of time (depending on person) the game doesn't get very satisfying seeing your team you've spent
millions of dollars (ingame) lose to a team that is bottom of the league. Happened to me 4 times in a row...♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me
off.
-"Pay to win" (don't pay towards this game, not worth)

Again, small list, but these things arent to bad.

If you've read this far... Awesome, Hi my names Ryan o/

Do i recommend this game? YES... This game is something I enjoy because managing things is fun for me. I enjoy managing, I
enjoy the feeling of something out of my control doing well, or doing bad and trying to figure out why. If you enjoy these
things, this should be a fun game for you.

Because I'm a nice person, heres a tip to help you get more out of your game. Don't pick the TOP TIER ULTIMATE teams,
because you'll just continuously click and miss out on the point of the game. You want to pick a team thats at the bottom of the
league or thats somewhere near the middle. The reason being is you'll be much happier to see your team go from bot/mid to the
top of the list by your decisions aswell as it gives you a little challenge to work towards.

So yeah, This game is something i find fun that you can play on basically any pc. Pick it up. its fun. This game RULES! I love
the retro-cyberpunk style with RPG elements and insane fast pace combat, easy controls with tons of nuance... This is THE
PERFECT ♥♥♥♥ING GAME!!. Horrible Controls!!!!. Awesome WWII game, I'm glad it's getting a full remaster next week.
Hopefully they will give the same love to the first game of the series, can't wait for Sniper Elite 5 :). Decent.

Yall DUMB AF
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